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1.What is the first customer-u address assuming a VPC subnet has the CIDR range 10.10.10.0/24?
A. 10.10.10.4
B. 10.10.10.0
C. 10.10.10.24
D. 10.10.10.1
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/vpc-on-classic-network?topic=vpc-on-classic-network-about-networking-forvpc
2.Which of the following statements is correct?
A. VMware Solutions Shared is a hosted private cloud that delivers the VMware vSphere stack as a
service
B. VMware Solutions Shared can be deployed at any IBM Cloud Data Centers
C. VMware Solutions Shared requires a Pay As You Go or Subscription IBM Cloud account
D. VMware Solutions Shared is a streamlined and optimized ordering platform for VMware
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/vmwaresolutions/vsphere?topic=vmwaresolutionsvs_vsphereclusteroverview
3.Which of the following two databases are integrated with IBM Cloud Hyper Protect Crypto Services?
A. PostgreSQL
B. MySQL
C. MongoDB
D. Cassandra DB
E. MS-SQL
Answer: AC
Explanation:
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/hs-crypto?topic=hs-crypto-integrate-services
4.What is IBM App Connect in IBM Cloud?
A. A tool used to improve operational efficiency by using real-time analytics to identify and resolve
problems faster
B. A tool used to address system management needs that are useful to cloud-based applications
C. A tool used to increase operational reliability and agility by using event-driven guidance, automation,
and notification to prompt the right activity to resolve important issues
D. A tool used to integrate your cloud-based or on-premises applications for data transformation and
automate repetitive tasks
Answer: C
5.To get the most out of Endurance File Storage, which option specifies performance?
A. Choose configuration items from NFS that configure performance levels to fit workloads
B. Choose IOPS storage tier that feature pre-defined performance limits
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C. Choose IOPS catalog items from NFS that manage performance configuration settings
D. Choose from NFS catalog items from that manage performance configuration settings
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/FileStorage?topic=FileStorage-orderingConsole
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